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Chapter 2 

Preface to the Edition of the 
Epistle Text 

2.1 The Lack of a Critical Edition 

Looking at the texts of the early versions of the New Testament one is struck by the 
fact that no edition of the text of the Slavic version exists, whereas the Latin and Greek 
texts are reasonably accessible.1 With the exception of the Gospel editions of J. Vajs,2 

the only extant type of edition is that of a single manuscript, sometimes illuminated 
by a number of variants from a limited set of other, more or less randomly chosen 
manuscripts. The editions made by Vajs may contain errors, but they can be considered 
as one of the first attempts to establish a really critical edition of the Old Slavic Gospel 
translation.3 As examples I refer to the editions of the Apostoloi of Slepce and Ohrid.4 

These offer more or less diplomatic transcriptions of the two manuscripts with a short 
introduction, but without any textual commentary or variants from other manuscripts. 
Unfortunately, the reliability of the transcriptions cannot be checked due to the lack of 
photographic documentation. 

In an earlier publication of a part of the short lectionary5 Apostolus I paid special 
attention to the position of the Apostolus Christinopolitanus6, which is considered by 
both Slavists and non-Slavists to be one of the most important extant witnesses of the 
Slavic Apostolus. Kaluzniacki's edition of this manuscript7 figures in the introduction 
to the edition of the Greek text by Nestle-Aland from the 1971 26th edition onwards, 
and it is a major source for Apostolus readings in the Prague Slovnfk. Eight folios 

1 N27 and its earlier editions for the Greek text, and the impressive series from the Vetus Latina Institute 
in Beuron (Germany) for the Latin text. 

2 Prague, 1934-1936. 
3 Cf. also Bakker 1996. 
4 Ilinskij 1912, Kulbakin 1907. 
5 For the terminology see below: "The Selection of the Manuscripts". 
6 Van der Tak 1996. 
7 Katuzniacki 1869; see also Van der Tak 1992, 1996 for an evaluation of this edition. 
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from this manuscript are preserved in the Library of the Academy of Sciences at Kiev,8 

but as they contain only parts of Acts, these have not been consulted for this study. 
However, the Apostolus text of the Christinopolitanus is not complete: the first 12 
chapters from the Acts are missing, as well as parts of the Epistles (for details see be
low, 2.3.3: "Commented Manuscripts"). In these parts and elsewhere, Kaluzniacki's 
edition should be used with the utmost caution, because it does not very clearly mark 
these parts as missing from the original manuscript. In the 1896 edition of the Chris
tinopolitanus the missing parts are supplemented from other manuscripts. The editor 
makes no attempt to reconstruct the text from the available sources and so produces a 
dangerous hybrid that appears to be an edition of 'the' Apostolus, but is in fact an edi
tion of single manuscripts. Yet the edition was— with all its shortcomings—the earliest 
one of a continuous Apostolus. Kaluzniacki offers a text with 'modern' punctuation, 
upper- and lowercase characters, chapter- and verse numbering, etc. Therefore, and 
because additions from other MSS are not clearly marked in the text, it has come to be 
regarded as the oldest and most reliable manuscript of the Slavic Apostolus. Because 
the Christinopolitanus holds such a prominent position, I have thought it worthwhile 
to compare its text to that of other MSS in the light of modern textual criticism.9 The 
results of this comparison have been somehow disappointing: the Christinopolitanus 
appeared to be a representative, although reasonably well-preserved, of the group of 
Continuous MSS with added commentary: the Commented Texts. In a number of ca
ses the text of this manuscript could even be proven to have undergone correction on 
the basis of comparison with a Greek original. Having been revised, the text of the 
Christinopolitanus cannot be counted among the oldest and most reliable texts availa
ble; its edition by Kaluzniacki is unreliable in many places and should always be used 
with the utmost care. 

More recent editions of the Slavic Apostolus represent no improvement in the situ
ation. The edition of the Apostolus of Sisatovac10 is based on the same principles as 
those of the Apostoloi of Slepce and Ohrid. Variants from other sources are given in the 
edition of the Apostolus of Strumica (Blâhovâ and Hauptóva 1990), but the text chosen 
for a main text seems not to be the best one available, to say the least, and no attempt 
whatsoever has been made to treat the text critically (save, perhaps, the repeated use 
of the word sic when an almost impossible reading is found in the Strumica). The edi
tions of the Apostolus of Decani-Crkolez (Microfiche edition, Bogdanovic 1986) and 
the facsimile edition of the Gennadian Bible (BHöJIHH 1499 rojia, Moskva 1992) are 
better instruments for the textual critic, providing access to the MSS themselves and 
offering the possibility of checking errors by means of microfiche and photograph. 

10 

8 Cod. Kiev, Bibl. Acad. Sciences, O. R. VIII, 3. They contain Actus 9, 28 through 13, 5. 
9 In highlighting the Christinopolitanus I fulfill my promise that this manuscript should have a prominent 

place in future research into the text of the Old Slavic Apostolus (Van der Tak 1992, p. 100-103). 
Stefanovic 1989; some photographs are added as illustrations, not for checking the readings. 
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2.2 The Selection of the Pericopes 

The present work offers the text of the short Lectionary of the Old Slavic Apostolus on 
the basis of about twenty MSS of various provenance. This means that I publish here 
the lessons, prescribed by the Typikon11 for the Saturdays and Sundays of the weeks 
from Pentecost till the beginning of Great Lent and its preparatory weeks. The reason 
for presenting only a part of the full Apostolus text is that the number of manuscripts 
involved is large and that it is one of the first attempts made in this direction.12 The 
short Lectionary from Pentecost to Great Lent has been chosen for two reasons. The 
first is the widely held opinion that the lectionary text of the Gospels and Apostolus 
was the first to be translated into Old Slavic.13 The second reason is that the short 
Lectionary was the most widespread type of Apostolus, much more so than the Con
tinuous Apostolus, whether commented or not. The short Pentecost Lectionary offers 
in its 66 pericopes lessons from almost all the Pauline Epistles14 and forms a relati
vely firm basis for conclusions that can serve as a starting point for a critical edition of 
the complete Apostolus and eventually the complete New Testament. My publication 
should thus be considered no more than a step towards a complete critical edition of 
the Old Slavic Apostolus. Preparation for publishing the remaining pericopes of the 
text of the complete Apostolus as well as the Gospels is well under way. 

There is a problem, however, concerning the number of pericopes to be included. 
Since the Pentecost Lectionary covers the period from Pentecost to the (preparation of) 
Great Lent, it will immediately be clear that there is a problem regarding the number 
of weeks between these two points in the year. Because these moments are connected 
with the date of Easter in different years, the number of weeks varies between 31 and 
37. There is also great variation in the presence of special lessons for the weeks which 
precede the Great Lent, viz. those of the Publican and the Pharisee, the Prodigal Son 
and the Last Judgment. 

In the sources that form the object of this study, these questions are regulated by 
the Typikon of the Eastern Orthodox, or Byzantine Church. As indicated above, this 
ordo determines which Bible pericopes or other pieces of sacred scripture are to be 
read on which days and on what occasions. The Typikon has been the subject of far-
reaching changes in the course of the years which have most recently been examined 
by Cifljanov 1976, whose book will henceforth be referred to as a standard. 

Thus, we observe that most of the MSS consulted for this study are in almost com
plete agreement as to what lections should be read on various days, but that significant 

This is a liturgical calendar in the Eastern Orthodox Church, which determines what lections are to be 
read on each day. Instructions are added for each day's services. There existed three types of Typikon: 
the cathedral Typikon, derived of the Typikon for the Great Church, the Hagia Sophia and other secular 
churches and the Stoudite and Sabaite Typikon, representing two forms of monastic Typika, intended for 
use in monasteries, (cf. Kazhdan 1991.) 
For the first attempt, see Van der Tak 1996. As already stated in the Prologue of this book, much of the 
theoretical framework was established in close collaboration with my colleague H.P.S. Bakker over the 
past years in Amsterdam. Cf. Bakker 1996. 
Alekseev 1984; Lunt 1977, p. 441f. This hypothesis, however, still needs confirmation from textual 
facts. As regards the Gospels some doubts on this theory have been raised by Temcin 1993. See also the 
Epilogue of this book. 
Only Philippians, 2 Thessalonians, Titus and Philemon do not contribute pericopes. 
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disagreement enters after week 30 from Pentecost. Six out of the eight pericopes that 
constitute the Lessons for Saturdays and Sundays of weeks 30 to 33 deviate from the 
Typikon as described by Cifljanov in four manuscripts out of a total of twenty consulted 
for this study, as is shown in the following table: 

Cifljanov B O Z M 
30 Eph. 5,1-8 

Col. 3, 12-16 ITim. 4, 9-15 ITim. 4,9-15 
31 Col. l ,2b-61 5 ITim. 1, 15-17 ITim. 15-17 

ITim. 1, 15-17 Col. l,2b-6 Col. 1, 2b-6 
32 IThess. 5, 14-23 omitted 

ITim. 4, 9-15 Col. 3, 12-16 ITim. 6, 11-16 Col. 3, 12-16 
33 2Tim. 2, 11-19 Tit. 2, 1-7 

2Tim. 3, 3-15 2 Tim. 1,4-9 
34 free choice 

In this table, the first column indicates the number of the week after Pentecost, the 
second the lesson for Saturday and Sunday respectively, according to Cifljanov, and 
the others the deviations from that standard in the relevant MSS.16 Manuscripts not 
mentioned agree with Cifljanov, as do those mentioned where a blank is given. 

From this table we learn that the MSS B and Z agree in interchanging the lessons 
for Saturday and Sunday of week 31 and that the readings of the lesson for Sunday of 
week 32 are identical. O has a very special selection of readings, not shared by any 
of the other Apostolos MSS. The fact that M figures here is remarkable, because it 
is the only manuscript of the continuous type between the lectionaries B, O and Z.17 

Nevertheless, it shares the variation in the Typikon with B for the Saturday of week 
30. As this kind of variation in the Typikon is virtually absent from the other parts of 
the Pentecost Lectionary, I think it probable that the copyists themselves felt uncertain 
about the rules of the Typikon in these last weeks before Great Lent. 

In view of these considerations I have chosen the lessons for the Saturdays and 
Sundays of the weeks 1 to 33 after Pentecost, relying on Cifljanov's information for 
the establishment of the number of weeks from Pentecost to the beginning of Great 
Lent. 

The text given illustrates my view on the form of an accessible text that meets 
modern standards of textual criticism. From the collation of the manuscripts and the 
construction of an intermediate text I try to visualize the earliest attainable text of the 
Slavic Apostolos. No attempt whatever is made to reconstruct the earliest translation 
of the text, let alone to discover its author. 

15 This Lesson is expanded from Col. 1, l-2a in the MSS. S P Q C Tf P30. 
16 As elsewhere in this book, the MSS are designated by their sigla in capitals, explained in the section 

"The Manuscripts and Their Description" below. 
Perhaps this is an indication that this continuous ordered manuscript—or one of its ancestors—was 
copied using a lectionary containing this variation in the Typikon. 

17 
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2.3 The Manuscripts and Their Description 

This edition is based on manuscripts dating from the Xlth to the XVIth centuries, se
lected partly because of their celebrity and partly on the basis of their availability in 
printed form or on microfilm or -fiche. On the basis of the ordering of the text and the 
accompanying materials, the MSS can be divided into the following types: Lectionary 
(Slavic: Aprakos), Continuous (Slavic: Cetije) and Commented (Slavic: Tolkovije) 
texts.18 As the terminology is borrowed from Biblical research rather than Slavic stu
dies, I should offer further explanation in addition to the relevant notes on previous 

19 

pages. 

Lectionaries are the MSS that present the text of the Epistles in the order of the 
lessons as determined by the Typikon for each day of the liturgical year of the movable 
feasts, i.e. those connected with the Easter date. Within this part of the Lectionary, the 
year is divided into periods: Easter to Pentecost, Pentecost to the beginning of Lent, 
and the period from Lent to Easter. The Lectionary for these three periods together is 
often also called the Synaxarion. Apart from this, most lectionary ordered MSS contain 
lessons for the feasts of Saints in the order of the fixed ecclesiastical calendar, which 
begins on September 1st.20 The name Menologion is also often used for this part of the 
lectionary. Within the group of lectionary MSS there are short lectionaries, with only 
the lessons for the Saturdays and Sundays, and full lectionaries, containing the lessons 
for the other days of the week as well. Henceforth I shall refer to such manuscripts as 
"Lectionary MSS" or "lectionaries". I reserve the term lectionaria for the Greek MSS 
of this type. 

Continuous manuscripts offer the text of the Acts and Epistles in sequence as com
plete works. The order of Biblical books differs slightly from that used in the modern 
editions: Acts, Catholic Epistles, and Pauline Epistles. The MSS with the continuous 
arrangement of the text mostly indicate the beginnings and endings of the daily lessons 
either in the text itself or in the margins, written in red ink. Numbering of pericopes 
(zacala) and the first words of the lesson21 are usually given in marginibus as well. I 
shall refer to these MSS shortly as "continuous MSS". 

At first sight, commented manuscripts appear to form a subdivision of the continu
ous type. They contain the text in the same order as this latter group. They often 
provide the same liturgical marking of the beginning and ending of lessons as do the 
continuous texts. In addition, however, these texts contain explanations of the text 
of the Epistles (rarely the Acts). These explanations (tolkovanija) may be positioned 
either in the margins of the main text, as is the case with the Greek scholia, known from 

18 There also exist Apostoloevangeliaria, i. e. books which present both the Apostolus Lesson and the 
Gospel for every given day. Although I consulted several such MSS, none were used for the present 
edition. 

19 Henceforth, I shall distinguish 'text types' of Slavic MSS using the categories here described. The term 
text type in this book bears no reference to its use in general Biblical studies. 

20 Full description of the the Typikon and analysis of it in Cifljanov 1976. 
21 Usually called an incipit, the plural of which produces a Latin monstrum, as does its counterpart for the 

end markings (desinit). 
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MSS of classical (especially Greek) authors, or they are interwoven with the biblical 
text. The Apostolus Christinopolitanus is an example of the first ordering, the codd. 
Petersburg F.P.I. 24 and Pogodin 30 (Tf and P30, see infra) have the latter arrangement. 
To this category also belongs the Tolkovij Apostolus of 1220 (D).22 This leaves the 
Christinopolitanus in an isolated position regarding its external features: it is so far 
the only Slavic Apostolos manuscript known to us with commentaries written in the 
margins. Another unique manuscript of the commented type is Fekula 28, where all 
comments, interwoven with the text, are preceded by comments, ascribed nominatim to 
S. John Chrysostom. I consulted this manuscript during a visit to the Hilandar Research 
Center at the Ohio State University, Columbus Ohio, USA. The manuscript was not 
included in the materials for this publication, because it is defective in the text of the 
Pauline Epistles. 

In the following, I present a short description of each manuscript used for this pu
blication and the way in which I have consulted it: by means of an edition, microfilm, 
and/or de visu. Each description is preceded by the Latin capital denoting the manu
script, the siglum. 

2.3.1 Lectionaries 

U The New Testament readings in the Euchologium Sinaiticum, discovered in 
St. Catherine Monastery on Mount Sinai in 1975. Published with photographs by 
Tarnanidis (Tarnanidis 1988). From the Short Lectionary only eight Lessons are present 
in this Anthology. Read from the photographs in the edition of Tarnanidis (cf. Bakker 
1994). 

S Codd. S. Petersburg, RNB, F. p. I. 101 + 101A + Moskva, Grig. 14 + Kiev, 
CBAN, 25, + Plovdiv, NBIV 25. The Apostolos of Slepce, a short lectionary, dated 
to the Xllth century. The text is taken from the edition by Ilinskij, 1912. It contains a 
considerable number of individual readings, possibly an indication of revision in this 
text (cf. Bakker and Van der Tak 1994, p. 44/5). 

O Cod. Moskva, RGB, F.87, nr. 1695. The Ohrid Apostol, a short lectionary 
dated to the late Xllth century. For the text the edition by Kulbakin 1907 was used. The 
large number of singular readings in this manuscript, mostly the result of corruption, 
make it unsuitable for use as a base text for collation, as argued in Bakker and Van der 
Tak 1994, p. 37. 

B Cod. Belgrade, MSPC, 322; the Apostolos of Sisatovac, a full Lectionary dated 
to 1324. The non-diplomatic edition by Stefanovic 1989 was used for the text. 

22 Judging from a photograph in Vzdornov 1980, nr. 6. 
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Z Cod. Athos, Zograph Monastery nr. 53, full Lectionary, dated to the Xllth cen
tury. As the text contains many lacunae, this manuscript can only be used as a constant 
witness for the weeks 10-20 of the lectionary. Consulted on microfilm, kindly provided 
by the Hilandar Research Centre for Medieval Studies, Columbus, Ohio, USA. 

R Cod. Praha NM, Slav IX E 25, Short Lectionary Apostolus (also called 'Mace
donian' and 'Strumica'), dated to the XHIth century. The recent edition of the Strumica 
Apostol (Blâhovâ and Hauptovâ 1990) offers ample evidence of its corruption by the 
repeated sic in the apparatus when it differs from the other Apostoloi used in that edi
tion (here the sigla S, O, B, M and C). This seems to be the most corrupt of all MSS 
used for the present edition. The following examples of R's corruption in the pericopes 
presented are not included in the apparatus: M NCECA HZB̂ CTMUJA for czBWETeAbCTBO 
p̂ncTOEO in lCor. 1, 6; ibid. 9, 10 NAnnca; BZCTAîKATZ CA for BZCTAîK^ CA, ibid. 4, 3; 

BZ BàMZ for KZ Bàwz 2Cor. 2, 4; »AC- A c-AMNoro ovfHMT for KC-N^ e-Tep̂  OTbtià MM'ETM in 
lCor. 5, 1. 

J Cod. Sofia, NBKM 882; XlIIth century, short Lectionary Apostolus. Readings 
from microfilm from the library. 

P Cod. Athos, Panteleimon monastery, S 14 , dated 1313, short Lectionary. Con
sulted on photographs from a microfilm by the Patriarchal Institute for Patristic Studies, 
Thessaloniki, Greece. 

Q Cod. Sofia, NBKM, 883, dated XlVth cent. Lectionary text. Consulted from 
photocopies from a microfilm, by courtesy of M. Taube, Hebrew University of Jerusa
lem. 

2.3.2 Continuous Manuscripts 

As a rule, continuous Apostolus manuscripts contain—besides the Epistle text—lec
tionary indications, incipit and desinit markings and pericope numbers. In nearly all 
continuous MSS, with or without commentary, prologues preceding the Acts are also 
found and abstracts of all the Epistles. These abstracts are believed to be translations 
of Greek hypotheseis attributed to Euthalius, but also to Oecumenius23 and I have in
vestigated their distribution, transmission and translation for the Epistles which form 
the sources of the Short Lectionary from Pentecost to Great Lent in the second part of 
this book. A limited number of MSS also contain general prologues to the Acts and to 
the Pauline Epistles, sometimes accompanied by an outline of the Life of St. Paul. 

CPG nr. 6340-6342 and 7471; many details are uncertain, cf. Part II, "Preface to the Abstracts". 
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H Cod. S. Petersburg, RNB, Hilferding 14. Continuous Apostolus, dating from 
the XlVth century. Several folios are missing from the end. Contains Acts, Catholic 
and Pauline Epistles. Abstracts are present only for the Catholic, not the Pauline Epist
les. Consulted from microfilm provided by the Library and by spot-checks from the 
original. 

K Cod. Athos, Karakallou Nr. 239. Continuous Apostolus, dated to the Xlllth 
century. Initial description by Bakker 1990, who demonstrated that folia have been 
removed from the manuscript. Parts of the manuscript contain explanations within the 
text. This fact might suggest relations with the Commented type of text. From the 
apparatus on the main Epistle text and from the research on the abstracts it appears that 
this manuscript indeed shows textual affiliation with D, C, Tf and P30. For the Short 
Lectionary Apostolus, abstracts are provided only for the Epistles 1 Cor., 2 Cor., Col., 
1 Thess., 1 Tim. and 2 Tim. This Apostolos has been consulted on photographs from a 
microfilm by the Patriarchal Institute for Patristic Studies, Thessaloniki, Greece. 

M Cod. Novi Sad, RR 184, inv. nr. 113437. The Apostolos of Matica Srpska. 
Continuous text, dated to the Xlllth century. According to the introduction to the 
edition by Kovacevic, the manuscript stems from Hercegovina and is of Serbian origin. 
The first part of the Acts is missing. The manuscript does not provide abstracts, but 
pericope marks and liturgical indications are present. For the text I used the edition 
mentioned.24 

T Cod. Beograd, NBS, coll. Decani-Crkolez nr.2. Continuous Apostolos of 
Decani-Crkolez. Xlllth century; now preserved in the National Library of Beograd. 
Consulted from the edition on microfiche by Bogdanovic 1986. 

F Cod. S. Petersburg, RNB, F.I. 407. Continuous Apostolos. Dated about 1545. 
Contains abstracts, pericope marks and liturgical indications. The text was consulted 
on a microfilm from the RNB and de visu. 

L Cod. L'viv, LBAN, MV 422. Continuous Apostolos. Dated XVth cent. Con
tains abstracts, pericope marks and liturgical indications. Consulted on a microfilm 
from the library and de visu. 

A Cod. Amsterdam, private collection of the author. Continuous Apostolos, pro
bably dated to the XVIth century (from watermarks). The first 11 chapters of Acts are 
missing, as well as the last 3 from Hebrews. Contains abstracts, pericope marks and 
liturgical indications. Consulted de visu. 

24 Kovaêevic 1979. There also exists a facsimile edition of the Maticin Apostolos (Bogdanovic 1981), only 
used for the present edition to check some uncertainties and to confirm the absence of abstracts. 
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W Cod. Moskva, GIM Sin. 915-1; the so-called Gennadian Bible, dated 1499. 
Manuscript in facsimile edition, which is also the form in which it has been consulted.25 

The manuscript contains the complete text of Acts and Epistles, as well as liturgical 
indications, pericope numbers and abstracts. 

2.3.3 Commented Manuscripts 

The addition of explanations to certain parts or words of the text of a continuous Apos
tolus moves it into another class: that of the commented Apostoloi. These texts show 
in many cases specific textual peculiarities, as may be seen from the apparatus. The 
question arises of whether we are dealing with a text type to be distinguished from the 
others (Lectionary, Continuous) or not. The nature of the commentaries has not been 
investigated here. 

D Cod. Moskva, GIM, Sin, 7. The Tolkovij Apostolus of 1220, from Rostov. 
Since no photographs or microfilms could be obtained, the text was taken from the 
undiplomatic editions by Voskresenskij,26, where this Apostolus is printed as the main 
text of his so-called First Recension. Since no checks with the original could be made, 
the reliability of the readings in this manuscript is limited. The presence of abstracts 
could not be ascertained. 

C Cod L'viv, HIM, OR 39 + Kiev, CBAN, OR VIII, 3. The Apostolus Christino-
politanus from Kristinopil', now Cervonohrad, in Ukraine. The manuscript is dated to 
the Xlllth century. The folios from this manuscript preserved in Kiev27 contain only 
parts of Acts and have not been consulted for this study. The text is incomplete: the 
first 12 chapters from the Acts are missing, as well as parts of the Epistles.28 The 
manuscript contains marginal explanatory annotations, pericope numbers, abstracts 
and—often apparently added subsequently—liturgical indications. Readings from the 
edition by Kaluzniacki29 have been checked with the original and at a later stage with 
a microfilm obtained from the Museum. 

Tf Cod. S. Petersburg RNB F. p. I 24, Commented Apostolus, dated to the 
XV/XVIth century. Explanations are given within the Epistle text. The text contains 
abstracts for each Epistle; pericope numbers and liturgical indications are present, but 

25 Biblia 1992. 
26 Voskresenskij 1892. 
27 They contain Actus 9, 28 through 13, 5. 
28 The missing parts are: Acts 1, 1-13, 20; ibid. 15, 29-16, 3; ibid. 18, 15-28; ibid. 28, 14-26; IPetr. 2, 

12-26; ICor 7, 28-37; ibid. 14, 21-32; 2Thess 2, 3-15; ITim 4, 8-15, ibid. 5, 1-5; ibid. 6, 3-22; 2Tim 
1, 10-end; the Epistles to Titus and Philemon are entirely lacking. These parts are supplied from various 
sources: S. Petersburg, GPB, Hilf 14; Moskva, GIM Sin. 7 and 18. Cf. Kaluzniacki 1896, p. XXVIII. 

29 Kaluzniacki 1896; cf. Van der Tak 1992. 
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not consistently distributed. Consulted from photographs provided by the Library and 
checked against the original. 

P30 Cod. S. Petersburg RNB Pogodin 30, Commented Apostolos, dated to the 
end of the XIVth century. Text of the same type as Tf: explanations within the con
tinuous text. Abstracts are present as well as liturgical indications and pericope num
bers, but not consistently. Consulted on photographs provided by the Library, checked 
against the original. 

2.4 Collation Technique 

The manuscript texts were read and transcribed into machine-readable format, whereu
pon collations of all sixty-six pericopes were made by means of the computer program 
Collate,30 on the basis of the full text entered into the computer from each manuscript 
involved in diplomatic31 format (the transcription-files). Details of the collation tech
nique using this program have been described in Bakker & Van der Tak 1994, but I will 
repeat the most important aspects here. 

2.4.1 Data Abstraction 

The program Collate makes a collation by comparing all transcription-files against a 
chosen base-text, which may either be one of the MSS or a self-made more abstract 
form. In order to avoid useless variants as a result of orthographic differences, quite 
a number of vowels and consonant signs are ignored or equated to one another: this 
is the beginning of the process of data abstraction by means of régularisation and re
placement, required to make comparisons of variants meaningful for the Slavic textual 
critic. 

It should be stressed at this point that the diplomatic recording of the MSS is in no 
way affected by this data abstraction, because the computer program makes copies of 
the transcription-files that are used solely for the purpose of collating. These copies are 
destroyed immediately after the collation of a 'block' of the text, in the biblical texts, a 
verse, has been completed. 

30 Produced by Oxford Computing Services for the Apple Macintosh computer. The heart of the program is 
a straightforward algorithm that compares the texts of a number of fi les and produces a list of differences 
(variant readings). Collate is especially designed for working with transcription-files and contains many 
useful features that make it a valuable tool for collating Slavic MSS (Robinson 1992 and 1994). In the 
meantime an improved version 2 and a Project edition have appeared (1996), both of which I used for 
the present book. 

31 The degTee of "diplomaticity" depends on the form in which the manuscripts have been accessible; 
microfilms yield more diplomatic features than editions without access to the original. 
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2.4.2 Régularisation and Replacement 

Data abstraction is for the largest part effected by means of processes of replacement 
and régularisation. The "replace" feature is the most ruthless way of achieving this. 
One can, for instance, replace all iotated vowels by their non-iotated counterparts in 
all MSS in all cases. In the same way it is possible to abstract from the many different 
ways of writing ovf (ovf, vj, X) or M (M, bi, i). In this way the computer is instructed to 
ignore the orthographic habits of individual scribes. The ultimate measure to be taken 
is omission: by replacing the jers by nothing, I eliminate them from the collations so 
that they do not interfere with the work of the textual critic. 

A more refined tool for data abstraction is régularisation. Here one can define 
equations for only one word in either a single manuscript or in a group of MSS. This is 
the way in which many abbreviations are tackled, as well as, for example, the numerous 
ways of marking the ace. sing. fern, -if* (\m, w, ovf, Vf, &). With this tool, it is also 
possible to equate e.g. the 'Serbian' orthographic ce with the reflexive CA in the MSS 
concerned, even excepting those places where the genuine ce ("behold" or "that") is 
meant. 

For the researcher, it is very important to know that all these replacements (about 40 
per 20 of the pericopes here presented) and régularisations (about 3000) are recorded in 
the files that accompany every collation. These files can be consulted at any time during 
the process of collation and specific replacements or régularisations can be modified or 
removed. 

For the texts presented here I should stress the fact that in the apparatus Slavic 
words are given in their 'abstracted' forms, i. e. without jers and/or iotation and with 
simplified vowels. I have chosen this presentation, because it makes no sense, in my 
opinion, to apply too rigid orthographic standards to the rendering of textual variants 
in MSS of widely divergent orthography. 

2.5 The Establishment of the Text 

2.5.1 The Lectionary Character of the Text 

Because the lectionary text is given, the introductory "Brethren" is restored at the be
ginning of every pericope. As this word is always written in its abbreviated form, it 
is not clear from the MSS, which form of this word is to be adopted. As there are no 
signs of a second p, I have chosen EpATW«, rather than EpàTpw«. Decisions like this had 
to be taken at the beginning of a number of pericopes (see below). 

It is commonly believed that the lectionary text of the New Testament was the first to 
be translated into Slavic (cf. above). As already noted by Bakker & Van der Tak 1994, 
there is no proof for this claim. This remains the case after examining the pericopes 
here presented: there are no specific peculiarities for the lectionary text as opposed to 
the continuous variants, apart from the 'necessities' caused by the text type itself (e.g. 
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the addition or omission of "brethren" near the beginning or the end of a lesson). 

2.5.2 The Typikon and Its Meaning 

The Typikon governs which passage is to be read on a certain day of the year. A day is 
part of the movable calendar, determined by the date of Easter/Pentecost (e.g. Saturday 
of the 13th week after Pentecost) and of the fixed calendar (e.g. 3rd of October). In 
most continuous or commented MSS the beginning of a lesson is marked by a week-
number and (abbreviated) day name in the text, a lesson number in the margin and the 
name of the weekday as well as the first words of the lesson in the top or bottom margin 
of the page (incipit). The end (desinit) of a lesson is marked by the word "end", in 
abbreviation. All these indications are written with red ink. It is remarkable that in the 
Christinopolitanus only pericope-numbers to indicate the beginning of a lesson and 
the designation "end" are to be found. Incipit quotations, however, are missing. The 
"end" marks in particular often seem to be added to the text in a later stage, in C and in 
the other Commented texts consulted (Tf, P30) as well. Calendar days from the fixed 
ecclesiastical year (most often feasts in honour of a Saint) are not present in C, nor in 
the other commented MSS. 

Lectionary manuscripts contain the same marking elements as the continuous ones. 
As already mentioned, they order the pericopes according to the days of the movable 
calendar, starting usually at Easter or Pentecost. They give the Bible book from which 
the lesson is taken, but omit the incipit quotation of the first words in the top or bottom 
margin. Sometimes a lectionary (e.g. O) contains indications concerning liturgical 
hymns (troparia, kontakia, etc.) that are to be sung on that particular day. 

2.5.3 Length of the Pericopes 

As an example of the difficulties encountered in determining the exact length of the 
lessons in the lectionary text, the pericope for the Saturday of week 12 after Pentecost 
may serve. All 17 MSS present the text 1 Cor. 1, 26-29 to be read on this day. Most 
Lectionaries stop here and most Continuous MSS indicate an "End of the lesson for 
Saturday" at this point. The commented MSS, however, indicate only the beginning of 
this lesson, not its end. On the basis of this evidence one might think that the lesson 
ends at 1, 29 and that in the commented MSS the end mark had been erroneously omit
ted. The lectionary O puts an end-mark at 1, 29, but the text continues immediately, 
because it is also read on Good Friday (1, 18-2, 3), at which point in the Menologion 
there is only a reference in order to save space. 

The only recent work on these Typikon-related questions, that of Cifljanov (o.e. p. 
342) states that the lesson for this Saturday contains the text from ICor. 1, 26 to 2, 5, 
the exact point where the Commented MSS have their starting mark for the next lesson. 
To remain within the limits of this work I have confined the lesson to its minimal size 
(ICor. 1, 26-29), as most of the MSS that I consulted have it. I am fully aware that 
in doing so, I am simply following majority practice. In view of the material at my 
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disposal, however, no other solution was viable. Clearly much work on the Typikon 
still has to be done, but it is beyond the scope of this work. 

2.5.4 Additions and Omissions at the Beginning of a Pericope 

Because the lectionary text has been extracted from the continuous—at least in the 
Greek—some adaptations were necessary. Almost everywhere, the address "brethren" 
at least is added to the first words of the lectionary text. Consequently, when this word 
occurs in the first sentence of the continuous text, it vanishes from that place in the 
lectionary, because a "brethren" has already occurred within the 'memory span' of the 
scribe (e.g. in Saturday 10, Rom. 15, 30). Sometimes, however, farther reaching 
changes occur, as in the beginning of Sunday 10 for instance, where the continuous 
text contains MbNttfi EO IAICO, words omitted in the Greek and Slavic lectionaries. As 
can be seen from the apparatus ad locum, the Slavic MSS do not show a consistent 
distribution: the continuous T and P30 do not add these words. In a similar case, at 
the beginning of the lesson for Sunday of week 15 (2 Cor. 4, 6), the word raxo—not 
present in the lectionaries—is included by a number of continuous MSS, whereas other 
continuous MSS correctly separate the lection by the insertion (or 'addition', though 
we must be careful in the usage of this word, cf. next section "Variants and their 
Classification") of "brethren" between tAico and Korz. 

As a result of these considerations, omissions and/or additions at the beginning 
of a lesson do not have the same textual value as in the middle of a running text. 
The textual critic always has to be on the alert for textual variations generated by the 
text type to which a manuscript belongs and may be characteristic of that type alone 
without bearing on the text itself. Consequently these variants must remain outside 
the apparatus, or at least be clearly marked. A good way of handling such variations 
is practised in the edition of the Gospel according to St. Luke by IGNTP (cf. NTG 
1984-7). I have kept them in this work merely to illustrate the wide range of variety 
one encounters when dealing with this kind of MSS. 

2.6 Variants and Their Classification 

The following survey of variant readings found in the pericopes presented here should 
convey the wild variety that one encounters in Slavic MSS of this kind. Firstly, there are 
the variants that add something to or subtract something from the text,32 disregarding 
those cases where these additions or omissions are Typikon-related (cf. above: "The 
Lectionary Character of the Text"). I start with the omissions, or 'subtractions'. 

A dangerous assumption at this stage, because it is exactly the thing we are looking for and do not yet 
know. Here, it is considered in reference to the intermediate text, printed as main text. As will become 
clear from the part of this paper devoted to it ( "The Nature of the Intermediate Text"), the intermediate 
text is used as an independent basis for comparison. Colwell (1965, 373) pointed out that the use of the 
descriptive categories of addition or omission leads the student tacitly to assume knowledge which he 
has not yet attained. I bear these restrictions in mind. 
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Omissions 

Haplography When the eyes of the scribe make a jump, letters, words, and even 
whole phrases can be omitted by haplography. In ICor. 4, 13 (Sunday of the 10th 
week) the manuscripts SPF read rAtco TpSEH instead of r&ico OTp-BEM. 

Homoioteleuton and -arkton When (virtually) the same phrase occurs two or 
more times in close succession, beginning or ending with the same words, the scribe 
may omit whole verses or even larger portions of text. Examples of this phenomenon 
are 1 Cor. 15, 44 (Saturday of week 18), where S R J P Q F L M omit the last part of 
the verse: \we... AOVJXOBNO, obviously because the first part of this verse also contained 
TEAO AovpcoEbNO. Omissions also occur for less easily explicable reasons; they may be 
trivial, as in the case of sheer inaccuracy or lack of attention on the part of the scribe. 

Additions Additions do not occur often in the pericopes studied. This is remarkable 
for a text, allegedly from a contaminated tradition,33 where the text is said always to 
have been copied from two anagraphs; additions and even contaminations should be 
expected in large numbers. Several instances of double translations in the translation 
of the abstracts, however, might point to conflation or contamination. These instances 
are noted in the apparatus on the text of the abstracts. 

Addition of Particles and Conjunctions Particles are added, apparently almost 
without significance, in repetitions or enumerations, such as ICor. 4, 10, where in the 
constant repetition of "MEI ... EEL." a number of MSS add *e indiscriminately. In a 
number of cases *e is also added 'automatically' after rMco probably because the scribe 
thought of the frequent combination r&ico *e34 (e.g. ICor. 9, 5: MSS P D L P30; ICor. 
6, 15: MSS R B M; ICor. 4, 18, MSS O Z B T M F). 

A similar case, showing a repeated opposition, is that of ICor. 15, 39^2 ("another 
flesh is that of man, another that of beasts..., etc."). In this passage P adds ö. ("but") in 
the second part of almost each pair of opposites, while O, B, F, W scatter M or *e almost 
at random over this passage. 

The conjunctions MAM ("or") and AM (interrogation particle) are often confused and 
in a few cases the scribe has added AM to the already sufficient MAM, probably to be on 
the safe side (ICor. 9, 7, MSS J P F A L W). Some words are added more readily than 
others, as it would seem, without giving any different meaning to the text: JKC, ovfEO, EO, 
AM (passim) are most popular. 

33 Cf. Alekseev 1984 
34 The principle of division between words is implicitly illustrated here: I try to divide words as much as 

possible. When a word has a proven (the Slovnik is the touchstone) existence on its own, I separate it 
whenever possible. 
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Sometimes it is misunderstanding of the text that leads the scribe to make an addi
tion, e.g. in ICor. 9, 9, where R and T add N«. 

Formulaic Additions Another category of additions is that of formulaic phrases. 
The words "Jesus Christ" form a frequently occurring unit in these texts and so, when 
only "Jesus" occurs, scribes tend to add "Christ" automatically, regardless of their 
exemplar (e.g. 2Cor. 4, 14, where the witnesses U and S stand alone in adding "Christ" 
to "Jesus"). The same happens with rocnoAA, to which NAWero is added in spite of the 
Greek original35 (2Cor. 11,31, only ODCTf do not add; cf. apparatus ad locum). 

The well-known liturgical expression fixiez BSKA ("world without end") clearly promp
ted the expansion BSCA (s-Kicovf) in U, J, M after B-EICZ in 2Cor. 9, 9. 

In the same way BCBMM is added to BAMM by the scribe of S in ICor. 16, 23, but he 

may have been influenced by the following paragraph. 

Superfluous Addition of a Preposition The waning significance of cases (ten
dency towards analytism) is perhaps to be seen from the addition of KZ to BAMZ (ICor. 
4, 17 by R, J, P, T). A similar case forms OTZ added to rocnoAA in 2Cor. 4, 10 by O. 
More difficult is the addition of OTZ to MpbTBbrxz in ICor. 15,42 (Saturday of Week 18) 
by J: here a difference in interpretation may be the basis for the addition. 

A Special Case A special case is constituted by the word M ("and"). Because 
this one-letter word can also figure as the first or last vowel of another word, it is very 
difficult to come up with a single rule for breaking up the scriptio continua correctly— 
which after all is one of the tasks one must perform when preparing MSS for collation, 
be it by computer or by hand—wherever this word or character occurs. 

A combination of specialities constitutes 2Cor 6, 4-7 (Sunday of Week 16), where 
the repetition leads to repeated addition of "and": BZ ctcpZEb̂ z BZ S-EAAXZ. BZ mrA)(Z 
5 BZ pANAXZ. BZ TbMbNkltlAXZ. BZ N6CTp0KNMM)<Z. BZ TpOVfA'EXZ BZ ̂ AEZA"BNHM)(Z. BZ 
nOLMSNHM̂Z 6 BZ HMUJCNHM. BZ pAZOVfMU BZ TpbrTENHH. BZ EAArOCTM. BZ AOVJWH CBATE. 
BZ AWEZB6 NeAMueM-BpN-B. 7 BZ CAOBece MCTHNbN-g. BZ CMA-E Eo*MM. Here many MSS add 
"and" in several places, and doubtless the repetition is the fundamental reason for this. 
This must also be the reason for the transposition of several elements, which is found 
in many MSS. 

Substitution of Words 

Confusion between Words A confusion between "we" and "you" and their corol
laries "our" and "your" is almost commonplace in the Apostolos pericopes studied (the 
difference in Slavic is only the first character: M or B). Indeed, I have not found a single 

The Greek text of Apostoliki Diakonia, however, includes ruirâv. 
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passage in these pericopes where one of the words in question occurs and where all the 
20 MSS show the same reading. This made me decide to leave out of the apparatus 
most of these instances, except where there was an important difference of interpreta
tion. Sometimes arguments from the Greek—where homophony leads to the same or 
worse kind of confusion—played a decisive role in the choice of the correct Slavic text 
(cf. e.g. 2Cor. 6, 16 and the apparatus at Sunday of Week 16). 

Confusion also occurs because of graphic similarity. Thus in 2Cor. 12, 6 KZTO was 
mistaken for ICMCO by one of the scribes of D, C, Tf, K, M and consequently found its 
way into the others. 

Lexical Variation The use of synonyms is one of the features of Old Slavic texts 
that have been studied extensively in the past.36 Because the reasons for such changes 
are so far unknown, it is almost impossible to draw conclusions from these data. It is 
evident, however, that some groups of MSS have their own vocabulary: nocZAàNbNkiicz 
for ànocTOAZ, EÂ ros-ECTOBàNMic for CBàNreAĤ , and the like are features of the manu
scripts F A L W. More details I give below, in the paragraph on "Grouping of Manu
scripts". 

Variation in Punctuation It would appear that the scribes of Old Slavic MSS 
placed a punctuation mark at the end of the portion of text they could remember, before 
having to look at their exemplar again. In this way the text is divided into so-called 
syntagmata, never occupying more than the length of about one line in 20th century 
typescript, and often of smaller size. It will be clear that this division of the text does not 
correspond to the way we would divide the text nowadays. Some scribes make shorter 
syntagmata than others and there are many instances of individual scribes placing stops 
awkwardly to such an extent that one might ask whether they really understood what 
they were writing.37 

Punctuation in the Old Slavic MSS used for this book mainly consists of full stops. 
The colon or semicolon is sparsely used and only in MSS of relatively recent dating 
(viz. XVth or XVIth century). Moreover, the exact significance of the various punc
tuation marks is unclear. For this reason I have equated all punctuation marks to full 
stops in the collations. It is clear, however, that much research still has to be done here 
in order to clarify the significance of the use of various punctuation marks in given 
periods. 

Syntactical Variation Besides lexical variation, there appears to be variation in 
syntax, especially in distinct groups of MSS. The most clear instances of syntactical 
variation are found in the commented MSS. I have subsequently gathered the results 
below in the section "Grouping of Manuscripts". Research of the abstracts of the Epist
les has been especially fruitful in demonstrating syntactical variation between groups 

36 E.g. Jagic, III, 1920. 
37 I should add that from the textual critic's point of view these scribes are to be preferred, because they 

are not inclined to change the texts submitted to them for copying. 
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of MSS. The results of these inquiries have been quite successful for the manuscripts 
F A L W and the commented manuscripts. A summary of the initial results is given in 
the second part of this book. 

2.7 The Nature of an Intermediate Text 

The text given as base text is a neutral form of what can be distilled from the various 
manuscripts. It does not represent the text of any one manuscript with all its peculi
arities, individual readings, etc. I have chosen this form of presentation because it is 
the kind of text we want finally to achieve: all MSS are only witnesses for the Slavic 
Version of the Greek Apostolus. As is the case with editions of Plato's Republic or 
other texts from Classical Antiquity, the aim is not to publish the text as represented in 
one manuscript (witness), but the text as conceived by Plato, or something that comes 
as close to it as possible. 

In the collation method chosen for this work, a base text is required and it would 
have been natural to choose one of the MSS (e.g. C, S or O) itself. C, however, con
tains many singular readings—even in the pericopes presented here—and orthographic 
peculiarities (e.g. o\f, to in the endings of the A fern sing, as well as many others) that 
are not present in most of our MSS. Therefore, if C had been chosen, it would never
theless be necessary to create a separate file to remove these singularities as well as the 
abbreviations, in order not to violate the principle of the diplomatic rendering of the 
manuscript in the transcription-files. The lack of a folio in the middle of the lesson for 
Saturday of Week 17 (see below: "No Hazard of Omissions") also disqualifies C as the 
basis for the collation, because this would have resulted in all other MSS recorded as 
having an 'addition' in this place, an obvious absurdity. 

S and O are not fit to serve as a base text either because of their large number of 
singular readings, as I have already pointed out above in the description of the MSS. 
The many omissions in S also disqualify it as a base text, as already was clear from the 
article by Penev on the large quote from ICor. 14 in the Vita Constantini?* 

To stress the hypothetical character of the construct intermediate text, I have called 
this file "x", indicating in this way that we are dealing with a non-existent manuscript. 

2.7.1 An Independent Measuring Stick 

One of the purposes of this work is to clarify the position of the various MSS consulted 
as witnesses to the Apostolos text in comparison with each other and to check their 
reliability. For reasons clarified above, it was necessary to create an independent mea
suring stick by which all the MSS can be judged alike. In this way, the value of each 
manuscript will be clearly set off against its fellow MSS. 

cf. Penev, 1989; and on this point also Bakker & Van der Tak 1994. 
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2.7.2 No Hazard of Omissions 

By adopting not a manuscript, but an independent text as the basis for the comparison, 
I exclude the risk of lacunae in the base text. Thus, for example, in the pericope for 
Saturday of the 17th week (ICor. 14, 20-25), C unexpectedly lacks a folio, and its text 
breaks off after the first words of verse 21. 39 Had C been used as base text, this would 
have resulted in all other MSS recorded as having "additions".40 

2.7.3 Abstraction from Orthographic and Dialectal Particularities 

The use of a neutral intermediary text for the comparison of the text-witnesses also 
allows one to abstract from the vicissitudes of orthography and local dialect forms 
that one meets so often in Slavic MSS. As these variants make no contribution to the 
text itself, they are already temporarily removed from the manuscript-files during the 
collation process by the 'replace' and 'régularisation' features described above. 

Because it is in no way certain which kind of orthography or what dialect has more 
"ancestral rights" than any other, I have thought it wise in the neutral intermediary text 
to adopt the orthography of an equally neutral authority, the recently completed Prague 
Dictionary,41 the orthography of which abstracts from the dialectal variations as well. 

2.7.4 Grammatical Normalisation of the Text 

A neutral intermediary text also requires lexico-grammatical normalisation, so that the 
textual comparison is not disturbed by the variations of individual scribes and MSS in 
this respect. In order to stay outside modern controversies, I have decided to adopt the 
orthography of the Slovnik and the grammar of Leskien42 as the basis for the lexico-
grammatical normalisation of the intermediate text. 

2.7.5 Abbreviations 

The diplomatic rendering of abbreviations in the transcription-files also yields useless 
variants in the collations. For this reason all abbreviations have been resolved in the 

9 This lacuna has even recently escaped the attention of several scholars dealing with this passage, e.g. 
Penev and Lavrov, who mark certain variants as attested by C on the absent page; obviously they are 
misled by Kaluzniacki's edition, which does not clearly mark the passages filled in from other MSS. (cf. 
Penev, 1989, p. 282-291; Lavrov, 19662 p.33) See also Bakker 1996, p. 126 for another instance of this 
so-called 'Katuzniacki-trap', taken from the Acts. 

40 An illustration of this absurdity is given in the edition of the Strumicki Apostolus (Blâhovâ &Hauptovâ, 
1990, passim); the rather peculiar position of this manuscript leads to an apparatus with many variants 
that are in fact the correct reading. As a matter of fact, the collation programme which I use does not 
accept lacunae in the "master"-file. This fact alone disqualifies C, R or any other manuscript as a base 
text. 

41 Slovnfk, 1958. 
42 Leskien, 1969. 
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base-text and the individual variants in the MSS are 'regularised' to the full form.43 

Words that only appear in their abbreviated form, e.g. EpàTW, EpAThtA or Eorz, 
EOJKHM, rocnoAE, MCOVJCZ, ^pncTocz and their derived and declined forms pose a separate 
problem. In these cases, I have based my choice on majority usage.44 

Abbreviated forms of ncovfcz. The question has been raised as to whether declined 
forms of the consistently abbreviated word Mcovfcz occur at all in Gospel manuscripts.45 

In the pericopes for weeks 10-20 after Pentecost, two instances occur of the instru
mental HCovfcOMb. One of these instances is ICor. 4, 14, where the text reads M Nhi 
MCOVfcOMb BZCicp'BCMTZ ("and he will raise us through Jesus"). Here all MSS clearly have 
a grapheme 'm' as the last character of the various forms of abbreviation, sometimes 
even preceded by the Slavic equivalent of "with". In my view, there can be no doubt 
that the Slavic text here shows the instrumental form of this noun. The second passage 
is different. Here (Rom 15, 30) the text reads rocnoAbME HAUJHME MCOVJCZ ĉpMCTOME ("I 
beseech thee, brethren, by our Lord Jesus Christ"). Twelve of the seventeen MSS read 
MCX(C)M, the other five have kicovpçM. Basing myself on the principle that words with 
an attested existence of their own should be recognized as separate words (cf. above, 
on addition of particles and conjunctions), I regard the word ncovfcz here as a separate 
noun, showing no sign of declension. Consequently, the undeclined form is given in 
the intermediate text. Several scribes also add one or two supralinear signs for abbrevi
ation ("titla"), but in my view no support can be drawn from these weakly visible signs 
for the breaking up of the scriptio continua. 

The genitive (or accusative) MCovfCA is more frequent. This case occurs 14 times 
in the pericopes for weeks 10-20, in 3 of which without following "Christ". In these 
last places (2Cor. 4, 10, 11, 14) all witnesses have a clearly visible "a" ending, just 
as we discovered with the instrumental case. Of the remaining (11) places there are 
three occurrences of an apparently undeclined form of "Jesus" in all MSS (ICor. 1,7; 
ICor. 16, 22; 2Cor. 11, 31). In the other 8 instances a varying minority (2-6 MSS, 
always including D,46 while W is missing just once) has an abbreviation that ends in -a, 
whereas the other MSS have the form MC or nvf. The last case occurring in the pericopes 
is the locative ncovfOfc, three occurrences of which all have a preceding "Christ" and 
they all show the case ending in the abbreviation (ICor. 1, 4; ICor. 4, 15; ICor. 16, 
24). 

Summarising, I cannot support the thesis that no declined forms of "Jesus" occur 
in the MSS of the Slavic Apostolus. It is possible, perhaps, that in the formulaic com
bination "Jesus Christ" the first part was not felt as a separate word by all scribes and 

43 This way of working practically sets a limit to the amount of text that can be handled in the computer at 
once. The 66 pericopes presented here, comprising approximately 10.000 words of Slavic text, require 
already slightly more than 3000 "régularisations". Collation with some 20 MSS and this number of 
régularisations becomes excruciatingly slow. For this practical reason I made the final collations in 
groups of 20 pericopes, taking the lessons for 10 weeks together. 

44 Cf. above, "Length of pericopes", on the weakness of such argument. 
45 Temcin 1994. 
46 I emphasize however that the readings of D could not be checked from the original. 
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they did not feel obliged to express the case ending for the first part of what they consi
dered as a single entity. I draw attention to the fact that when the order of the words is 
inverted, as is the case in all examples of the locative, the word "Jesus" in final position 
receives the case ending in the abbreviation. This conclusion is provisional; only more 
comprehensive research can finally resolve this interesting question. 

Consequently, the intermediate text contains the undeclined form when the genitive 
or instrumental case is followed by "Christ" and the declined form when it is not. 
Another interesting, but (again!) unresolved question remains as to why in the case of 
the locative the word order "Jesus Christ" is inverted in all our examples. 

2.7.6 No Reconstruction of the Original Translation 

After summing up all features of the intermediate text, I should stress the fact that I 
make no attempt at all to reconstruct the original Slavic translation from the Greek of 
the Apostolus text. The intermediate text that I present on these pages is in most places 
the largest common denominator of the textual data from the manuscript witnesses. 
The use of textual criticism as commonly practiced in editions of texts from classical 
antiquity (esp. the preference for primary forms that may have been the source of 
later corruptions) simply leads to the oldest attainable text on the basis of all MSS, 
and it is by no means certain what stage in the development of the text between the 
original translation and the MSS will be reached in this way. That it is not the original 
translation itself will be clear from the foregoing. 

2.7.7 A Flexible Text 

There is another point that I must clarify about the intermediate text: its flexibility. 
Even though printed now, the text remains subject to changes, either by the recognition 
of new data from the MSS, or by the reinterpretation of these data by the textual critic. 
I can be sure that between the completion of this work and its appearance in print, my 
views on certain passages will change. For a parallel to such a constantly changing text, 
I refer to the critical edition of the Greek original of the New Testament. Its recent 27th 
edition offers a text considerably different from the first one, owing both to new insights 
and newly discovered MSS, editions of other versions, and the like. The introductions 
of the various editions bear ample testimony to these developments as well as to the 
fact that the most recent edition will not be the definitive one. Similarly we have to 
consider the present first attempt to establish a critical text of a part of the Slavic New 
Testament as provisional: I hope that it will soon be superseded by new editions of 
the same text and more parts of the Apostolus as well as the Gospels, making use of a 
rapidly increasing number of MSS. With the use of modern computer-aided techniques 
for editing and collating as described in this work, it should be possible to produce the 
first draft of a sound critical text of the Slavic Gospels and the Apostolos within a few 
years. 
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2.7.8 Intermediate Text for Groups of MSS 

Working with and developing an intermediate text, it occurred to me that it would be 
useful to collate not only individual manuscripts, but groups of MSS as well. Where 
many witnesses show identical variations in vocabulary and even in the use of gram
matical constructions, I have tried to make a "sub-x", e.g. for the manuscripts F A L 
W, or the commented manuscripts. This has been found to be a fruitful and efficient 
procedure, but one has to be careful about the number of deviations from the group 
one is willing to allow while still keeping the manuscript in the group. Another danger 
inherent in this practice is the blurring of individual features in the final apparatus. As 
this likelihood increases with the number of MSS, these individual readings will have 
to be collected in the introductory descriptions of all witnesses that have contributed 
to the text. In this way, the space in the critical apparatus can be reserved for variants, 
shared by groups or families of MSS.47 

In my research on the abstracts of the Epistles that form the source of the Short 
Lectionary Apostolus, I made "sub-x's" for the CS and TS versions of the Slavic trans
lations. The main reason for doing this is that these two versions diverge in many points 
to an extent not encountered in the main Apostolos text. Therefore I could produce one 
single intermediate text of the Apostolos Lectionary. This was impossible for the ab
stracts and I had to present both the CS and TS versions of these texts. For details see 
Part II of this book. 

2.8 The apparatus criticus 

For the apparatus I have chosen the positive type, as opposed to the negative. The 
negative type merely indicates which MSS have variants, whereas in the positive type 
all MSS in which the passage occurs are quoted for every variant. (Moreover, I quote 
the sigla of all MSS containing the text in the heading of every pericope). 

As a rule, I first give the sigla of the MSS that contain the reading of the marked 
word in the main (intermediate) text. Then follow the variants in the Slavic witnesses, 
additions, omissions and in a few cases the Greek text, with variants where that seems 
appropriate. In order to facilitate the reading of the apparatus, I consistently present all 
witnesses in the same order: first come the Lectionaries, then the Commented MSS, 
followed by the (other) Continuous manuscripts. Within these groups the MSS are 
mentioned in order of estimated age. 

Abstracted Slavic Forms In the apparatus the Slavic words are cited in their 
'abstracted" forms, as I explained above under "Data Abstraction". This means that 

47 A really critical apparatus is based on selection. In my view it does not make sense to simply enumerate 
all variants of all consulted MSS, thus creating a "Variantenfriedhof'. Only the variants that have some
thing to elucidate on the constitution of the main (intermediate) text should be selected. There should 
also be some discussion or commentary in the apparatus on the choice made. 
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prejotated vowels and jers do not occur and that nasals are used simplified. The abbre
viations are written in full, as in the intermediate text. No grammatical or orthographic 
standards were applied to the quotations from MSS of widely diverging origin. 

Greek It is impossible to look critically at the text of the Slavic Apostolus without 
referring to the Greek. In fact I have done so when I felt that a Slavic variant could only 
be explained by referring to the Greek text and/or the underlying variants. As I have 
made clear elsewhere, the Greek text underlying the Slavic translation is the Byzantine 
type, to be found nowadays in the editions of the Apostoliki Diakonia.48 However, as 
these editions lack a critical apparatus, I have quoted the variants and the main text from 
the Nestle-Aland edition,49 in which the Byzantine text type mostly coincides with the 
siglum 3R. I have refrained from quoting text and/or the apparatus by Tischendorf,50 

because a general view of the Greek tradition may be sufficient. In order to make this 
work as accessible as possible, I have kept to the most commonly available edition of 
the Greek New Testament, that of Nestle-Aland (N27).51 

Singular Readings As a general principle, the apparatus with the Epistle text 
gives no singular readings: in most cases they are lapsus of individual scribes and have 
no bearing on the establishment of the main text. Constant mention of the extreme 
corruption of e.g. manuscript R would blur the view of the whole. This principle is 
widely adopted in critical editions of classical texts, and I follow it here. However, I 
was forced to abandon this principle in the presentation of the text of the "Euthalian" 
abstracts in the second part of this book because of the small number of witnesses 
involved. 

2.9 Grouping of Manuscripts 

The small number of MSS used up to now makes grouping and the subsequent use of 
an intermediate group text a hazardous business. Nevertheless, this will be the only 
way to deal with the huge number of MSS we will have to collate in the future. As 
the number of MSS increases, however, I believe that grouping will become easier. By 
then, simple spot checks of fixed points in vocabulary and the like will be sufficient to 
rank the manuscript in question in one of the groups. 

In the collations made for this edition, I use a single intermediate text for all MSS 
However, in order to demonstrate the utility of a group-oriented approach, I present 
below the data collected separately for the manuscript groups F A L W (at least partly 
designated by Voskresenskij as the "Fourth Recension"), D C Tf P30 (the Commented 

48 Apostolus, 1987. (cf. Bakker & Van der Tak 1994). 
49 Nestle-Aland, 1993 2 7 (=N27 in the apparatus). 
50 Tischendorf 1859. 

The same text is printed in the GNT4, but the apparatus is different. Because the Christinopolitanus is 
treated in a remarkable way in the Introduction, I thought it wise not to quote from this edition. 
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MSS) and the three MSS T K M , which now agree with the Commented MSS (esp. K 
M), now with the Lectionaries (T), but insufficiently to be included in either group. In 
the material here presented some striking features can be observed. 

2.9.1 The FALW-Group 

The coherence of the manuscripts FALW, which we already observed in the pilot pro
ject on six Apostolus pericopes and the study on the Apostolus Christinopolitanus,52 

is firmly corroborated in the 66 pericopes presented here. They seemed at first to 
form part of the so-called Fourth Recension, which was first distinguished by Vos-
kresenskij in his edition of some of the Epistles (Voskresenskij 1896, 1904, 1906; cf. 
also Alekseev 1986). In a considerable number of cases, these MSS do indeed show a 
vocabulary of their own and other common features. 

In the pericopes here presented again the same common features appear: instead 
of loanwords I often find "pure Slavic" forms. Examples of this phenomenon are: 
EAàroB-BCTOBANMW in F A L W (e.g. Rom. 1, 8; 2, 16; ICor. 9, 12 and 15, 1; 2 Cor. 
11,4; Gal. 1,11) corresponds to eBANrc-AW« in the other witnesses, ànocTOAbi becomes 
noczAANbNMicbi (ICor. 4, 9), noczAàNbWM (ICor. 16, 3) corresponds with KZNnraMM, 
fAZUHbOCbiki iczNAZb in F A L W (2 Cor. 11,31) with ê NAp̂ z of the other MSS. 

Other common features in the field of vocabulary are:53 

• àNÂ eMà / npOKAATZ (Gal. 1, 8; here FALW has the non-Slavic form) 

• EezpvfMÊNZ / NeM<T>Apz (2Cor. 12, 6) 

• E6Z.H6CTMIC / A0CàJKA6NW€ (2Cor. 6, 8) 

• EectfvKTe CA / £ZAH CA A^isTe (ICor. 14, 23) 

• EAAroA^pMTZ /^BAAMTZ (Rom. 14, 6, bis). 

• EAàroAàptTft /̂ BàAtTfv ( ICor. 1,4) 

• EAàroovfroAbNM / ovfroAbNM (2 Cor. 5, 9) 

• EOAZpCTSOVfMTC / EZAHT6 (ICor. 16, 13) 

• BZHpàffiSLue / BMAANje (2Cor. 3, 17). 

• BZZbp-KTM / BZZ,MpàTM (2 Cor. 3, 13) 

• B-KKà/MMpA (ICor. 2,8) 

52 Bakker & Van der Tak 1994, p. 46; Van der Tak 1996. 
The varian 
apparatus. 

53 The variants are given in the order FALW / others; these variants are as a rule not mentioned in the 
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• AACTZ / noAàCTZ (Eph. 1, 17) 

• AAZroTpzrm-w / Tpzrr&NHW (2Cor. 6, 6; Col 3, 12; 1 Tim. 1, 16) 

• Apovjrz ApovjrA / cese ( ICor. 16, 20) 

H^rAAroAàNNbiM / MZApeneNNhiM (2Cor. 12, 4) 

MZ.0EMA0BATM / kl̂ EblTZHbCTBOBATM (2Cor. 9, 8) 

• McnAZNÊNMK / icoNbUk (ICor. 10, 27 and 28) 

• icpOM-K / PAZ.B-E (2Cor. 12, 3) 

AMX0HMCTK0 / AM^OMMàNMK (Eph. 5, 3) 

• NAAGKAA / ovfnzBAhM« (ICor. 9, 10) 

N6npMrAZ,NMNhlMMZ / AMtABOAbCICMHMZ (Ef. 6, 1 1) 

• NpAB-E /BOAH (1 Cor.. 1, 10) 

• STB14HM / eTepM (ICor. 4, 18) 

• NZ / A (2Cor. 4, 8) 

• N,Ti>KbAA / E'KAA (2Cor. 9, 7) 

• NffiAAT / BAArOAMHMTM CA EWATZ (Gal. 6, 12) 

• MACeAMfA / pÂ EMENMUA (ICor. 10, 26) 

• OTKposeNMrA / r&BAt€NMtA (Eph. 1, 17) 

• nMCANMK / KZNMrbi (Gal. 3, 8). 

• nkiweTZ / (€CTZ nncANO (1 Cor. 14, 21) 

• nmiKTZ / nucANO WCTZ (ICor. 9, 9 and 14, 21) 

• np0TMBAAJ€TZ / npOTMBMTZ CA (Rom 13, 2) 

pAZpVfMZ / nOZNANW€ (Ef. 1, 17) 

• nozNAKTe / pAZpvfMmTe (2 Cor. 2, 4) 

• npOCTOTA / LUCApOTA (2Cor. 9,11) 

pAcnAAM / nponAAM (1 Cor. 9, 9) 

pABbNbCTBOVf / HMCAOVf (Rom. 12,6) 

CTpACTM / M^ICW (Rom. 8, 17) 

CTpOMTCAZ / npMCTABbNMKZ (ICor. 4, 1/2) 

• 

• 

• 
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• TeAecbNA/riAZT<XAiA(lCor. 9, 11) 

• TOHMK) / TZKZMO (2Cor. 2, 2) 

• 0VflCAplAKMM/0ICA6BeTAl€MM (ICor . 4 , 12) 

• OVfTBpbAMTZ BACZ / kl̂ BSCTklTZ Bbl ( ICor . 1, 8) 

• npbßOK / Apes AW (2 Cor. 8, 5) 

• CZnpMHACTbNHUH / npMHACTbNHUM (Eph. 5,8) 

• czpoANHicz / «fiJKMiCAMZ (Rom. 9, 3) 

• KCTbCBOMb / pOAOMb (Rom. 2, 13) 

The syntax of the MSS of the so-called Fourth Recension has been assumed to 
reflect the Greek syntax more consistently than that of other 'recensions'.54 However, 
I found no clear examples of this phenomenon in the pericopes presented here. I hope 
to go into this question in a separate study on this group of MSS, which is anticipated 
after the completion of the edition of all the lessons from the short lectionary. 

To these observations I should add that, some time before the completion of the tex
tual part of this work, I had the opportunity to review some 30 Apostolos manuscripts 
from Hilandar Monastery on Mt. Athos and various other repositories in the Hilandar 
Research Center, Columbus, Ohio, USA, dating for the most part from the early XI-
Vth to the XVIIth century. They all share the above-mentioned features of the FALW 
group and consequently form part of the so-called Fourth Recension. In my view, this 
implies that the so-called Fourth Recension can no longer be seen as a relatively young 
development in the textual history of the Old Slavic version of the Apostolos nor as the 
result of a more or less thoroughgoing revision or even retranslation on the basis of a 
Greek original. As I have already pointed out, Voskresenskij (and Kaluzniacki) were 
the first to presume a division of the textual history of the Slavic Apostolos into four or 
five recensions, redactions, or even revisions, a division which has been repeated many 
times since. It seems to me, however, in the light of my textual findings in the perico
pes presented here that the presumption of such a sequential division is premature, and 
that, as a consequence, we have to be very cautious with speculations concerning the 
history of the textual tradition. The division into four or five Recensions seems to me 
all the more questionable, because on close inspection the Second and Third Recension 
appear to consist of a very limited number of representatives. 

2.9.2 The Commented Manuscripts 

The traditional ordering of the witnesses according to the way in which they present 
the NT-text, Lectionary, Continuous or Commented, seems to be reflected by an in
ternal opposition. As the apparatus shows repeatedly, the Commented MSS (viz. the 

54 See Horâlek 1959.' 
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manuscripts D, C, Tf, and P30) have textual variants that distinguish this group from 
the other MSS. Below, I give an analysis of those passages where the Commented MSS 
have their own reading, to begin with the lexical variants not shared with the Lectiona-
ries and/or the Continuous:55 

NACTASbNWCZ / ITSCTOVfNZ (ICor. 4, 15); TAMNN Ẑ / CICffiAZAbN-ßXZ (2Cor. 4, 7); JKMBAW 
/ ÎKMEOTBOplAmb (ICor. 15, 45) . 

In combination with K, M, or T, (relevant sigla added between brackets) the list 
of shared variants in vocabulary is longer: £A BU (K) / o BACZ (ICor. 1, 4); ovf D C 
P30 K (Bb Tf M) / o (ICor. 1, 6); BAAAMK (K) / KZNA3b (ICor. 2, 8); nporiAAH (TM) 
/ p̂ cnAAM (ICor. 2, 8) ; npccAATZ (PM) / ANA^CMA (ICor. 16, 22); pAZBêAHHATO CA 
(M) / pA r̂pzA"bTH (three times: ICor. 4, 18, 19 and 5, 2); T-KUJHM (M) / MOAHMZ CA 

(ibid. 4, 13); BcriAAiCACTe (M) / riAAKACTe (ibid. 5, 2); ovp;e (M) / ce (ibid. 5, 3); ß MUA 
(M) / o HMCNH (ibid. 5, 4); Z,OBC-T (T) / npM̂ biBAWTZ (ICor. 10, 26); cnocTkirceMH (M) / 

ocTABAfAWMM (2Cor. 4, 9); )(pAM(K) /upbiczBM (2Cor. 6, 16); M-ECTO add. to cbiN (KM) 
(ibid. 6, 18). 

More significant than simple lexical variation is the choice of a periphrastic perfect 
consisting of a participle with a form of "to be" by the Commented MSS (in the last 
two examples joined by M) in contrast with the others : I~IHCANO EbiCTZ / BznucA CA. (1 
Cor. 9,10); AMUJCNOMZ BbiTM /AMUJHTM CA (1 Cor. 1, 7); BCTAZAN E ^ . A ^ , or MCTAZAN E^A-TS 

/ BZCTAJKffi CA (1 Cor. 4, 3). Here the Commented MSS seem to display a syntactical 
pattern of their own. 

This syntactical feature is also present in the TS version of the abstracts, which is 
virtually identical with the commented MSS. This fact confirms the coherence of this 
group and makes it plausible that the abstracts and the Epistle texts were constituted by 
one and the same person. 

Although this grouping needs confirmation from more witnesses of the same type, 
I think that we have sufficient reason to assume the existence of a specific tradition of 
the Commented MSS. This might imply the assumption that these texts were copied 
from each other, but we cannot be sure until more research into both the text itself and 
into the nature and the contents of the commentaries (which have been excluded from 
this study) has been carried out. 

The exact boundaries of the Commented group are not yet clear, but it is quite cer
tain that of the MSS used for this edition the manuscripts D C Tf and P30 belong to 
it. As will be clear from the above listings, they are often joined by the manuscripts K, 
T and M. As for K, this is not surprising at all, because in his description of it, Bak
ker mentions the occurrence of commentaries within the text of at least the Epistle to 
Timothy.56 A firm external link with the Commented MSS thus exists for this witness. 

At this point, I have to refer to the results of the research into the Slavic translation 
of the abstracts in Part II of this book. It becomes clear from those inquiries that the 

55 Quotations are in the order DCTfP30 / other MSS. Again, I give the Slavic words in their "abstracted" 
forms. 

56 Bakker, 1990. 
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abstracts as they occur in the manuscripts C, Tf and P30 are a specific variant for these 
MSS, till now encountered in all copies of the commented Apostolus. This variant pro
bably has been developed from a common source translation of the abstracts, shared 
by the commented and the continuous Apostolus MSS. Interestingly enough, the text 
of the abstracts in K, in its turn, might be a rendering of the text as found in C Tf P30, 
possibly with the use of an other Greek original, which remains unidentified. Regar
ding K, the possibility has to be entertained that we have here a commented manuscript, 
from which the commentaries have been stripped to produce a continuous text, as has 
been shown for a number of MSS of the Song of Songs and the book of Revelation.57 

For the relative chronology it is important to note that the elimination of the com
mentary is contingent upon the scholia layout as preserved in the Christinopolitanus. 
The general typological model of transmission is that of integration of marginalia (and 
commentaries) into the body of the text.58 Once the texts are integrated, they cannot 
be separated again. For the moment, the presence of the same variant of the abstracts 
in the commented MSS strengthens the coherence of this group of manuscripts. 

More surprisingly, the Commented MSS are often joined by M and T, manuscripts 
for which no external link with this type of MSS exists at all. In M and T no abstracts 
are present and for D this is unknown, so no arguments for the attribution of these three 
MSS to this group of commented texts can be drawn from them. 

2.9.3 The Position of the Apostolus Christinopolitanus 

One of the interesting results of these studies is the position of the Apostolus Chris
tinopolitanus in the textual tradition of the Slavic Apostolus. Two conclusions about 
this manuscript will emerge after studying the material from the apparatus below. The 
first conclusion is that the Christinopolitanus is a representative of a (perhaps) impor
tant subgroup in the tradition: that of the Commented MSS. There are virtually no 
examples of C joining the lectionaries and/or the FALW-group and at the same time 
conflicting with the manuscripts D, Tf and P30. 

The other thing I noticed was already present in the pilot project on the six peri-
copes: C and its—Commented—companions show many signs of revision, probably 
based on comparison with a Greek exemplar. Again, the apparatus bears ample witness 
of this.59 This excludes the possibility of treating C as a representative of an early stage 
of the text. 

As I already mentioned, this manuscript (C) has often been treated as the main 
representative of 'the' Slavic Apostolus. In view of the two conclusions I draw here, 
such a treatment is untenable. As an example of this undeserved treatment, I refer 
to the Introduction from GNT,60 where the Christinopolitanus is mentioned as "the 

57 Gorskij & Nevostrujev 1855/9, pp. 74-76; cf. also Alekseev 1980, p. 31 and 1988, pp. 573-574. For 
Rev., cf. Grünberg 1996, p. 52. 

58 Cf. Popovski 1989/A, pp. 128-129. 
59 I refer to lCor.4, 11; lCor.3, 6; 2Cor.4, 15; ICor.lO, 23; ICor.lO, 28; 2Cor.ll, 31. 
60 Aland, 1993,4, pp. 28/9*. For a full treatment of the use of the Slavic version in this introduction, see 
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earliest and most reliable manuscript of the Apostolus", together with the Apostolus 
of Sisatovac and, mirabile dictu, the editions of the Gospels by Vajs. Apart from the 
questionable character of the edition by Kahizniacki, it is quite absurd to mention this 
single representative of a specific text type, which may also have undergone revision, 
in the same terms as the reconstructed Gospel texts by Vajs, for which several MSS 
were used in a laudable effort to constitute a text according to modern standards of 
textual criticism. 

2.9.4 The Nature of the Textual Variation 

An interesting feature of the texts presented here is that they contain just over 10.000 
(Slavic) words, on which I found about 1.000 textual variations, omitting, as always, 
the orthographic variants. The remaining variants are not all worth mentioning in a 
critical edition, even though I already omitted the singular readings and variations in 
word-order. The variants due to the text type are worthless for the final establishment of 
the text. If only the variations related to the Christinopolitanus are counted, the number 
of variations shrinks to 116 for the pericopes from Weeks 10-20 (which is almost equal 
to the number of notes for that central part). The largest part of the main Apostolos text 
is thus free of variation. One could therefore ask whether it really matters to review 
all—or almost all—2.000 MSS of the Slavic Apostolos in order to establish its text 
beyond reasonable doubt. It might be feasible to establish a text on the basis of a 
representative selection. Possibly, this work can contribute to making such a selection. 

Another important feature is the length of the critical units: in the main Epistle 
text the vast majority of variants refers to single words, whereas in the abstracts word-
groups and even sentences are involved. This could possibly indicate that the aim of 
the transmitters in the Epistles was the correct rendering of single words, whereas in 
the abstracts they were concerned with the significance of word-groups or complete 
sentences. In the abstracts this leads to the impossibility of reconstructing one single, 
intermediate text for nine witnesses, whereas this proved perfectly possible for the 
twenty witnesses of the Epistle text. Bearing this feature in mind, the existence of— 
probably—four different versions of the abstract translations (TS,CS, K, OB) in only 
nine witnesses is not surprising. 

Bakker 1995. 


